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ABSTRACT

We propose a method for in situ characterization of the photovoltaic module power at standard test conditions, using super-

position of the dark current–voltage (I–V) curve measured at the elevated stress temperature, during potential-induced deg-

radation (PID) testing. PID chamber studies were performed on several crystalline silicon module designs to determine the

extent to which the temperature dependency of maximum power is affected by the degradation of the modules. The results

using the superposition principle show a mismatch between the power degradation measured at stress temperature and the

degradation measured at 25 °C, dependent on module design, stress temperature, and level of degradation. We investigate

the correction of this mismatch using two maximum-power temperature translation methods found in the literature. For

the first method, which is based on the maximum-power temperature coefficient, we find that the temperature coefficient

changes as the module degrades by PID, thus limiting its applicability. The second method investigated is founded on the

two-diode model, which allows for fundamental analysis of the degradation, but does not lend itself to large-scale data col-

lection and analysis. Last, we propose and validate experimentally a simpler and more accurate maximum-power tempera-

ture translation method, by taking advantage of the near-linear relationship between the mismatch and power degradation.

This method reduces test duration and cost, avoids stress transients while ramping to and from the stress temperature, elim-

inates flash testing except at the initial and final data points, and enables significantly faster and more detailed acquisition of

statistical data for future application of various statistical reliability models. Copyright © 2015 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Potential-induced degradation (PID) stress testing of pho-

tovoltaic (PV) modules is critical for understanding how

the modules are affected by system voltage bias, as well

as for developing relevant qualification tests and lifetime

models. PID studies (through environmental chamber test-

ing or field testing) typically require accurate performance

measurements reported at standard testing conditions

(STC) of 1000W/m
2

and 25 °C, during the module

degradation process. Collecting sufficient STC maximum

power (Pmax) degradation data from modules undergoing

PID stress testing, either from chamber testing or outdoor

field testing, has always been a time-consuming and ex-

pensive task. Monitoring the performance degradation of

PV modules undergoing accelerated PID stress testing gen-

erally involves intermittently removing the module from

the chamber and measuring power on a flash tester, which

can require considerable time and effort when numerous

samples are involved [1]. Often, this method yields only
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a few intermediate Pmax degradation measurement points,

which can make the data analysis and modeling of the deg-

radation mechanism difficult and insufficiently accurate.

Moreover, outdoor characterization and performance

monitoring of PV modules degrading by PID is dependent

on the ambient conditions, which are rarely close to STC;

thus, Pmax is most often measured at near 1000W/m
2
and

at a higher temperature under irradiance. Simple tempera-

ture translation of module Pmax data to 25 °C, using

datasheet temperature coefficients, would be a trivial task

if the PV modules were not affected by PID, and the

temperature-dependent properties of the modules remain

unchanged. A study [2], concerning accelerated stress test-

ing of crystalline silicon PV modules, has shown that the

Pmax temperature coefficient (γ), determined from light

I–V measurements, decreases in absolute magnitude as

the modules degrade through PID, and reverts back, close

to the initial value, as the module recovers from PID [2].

To investigate this behavior for the “dark” temperature-

dependent properties of crystalline silicon modules under-

going PID, we perform an initial evaluation of how the

Pmax temperature coefficient (calculated from the dark

I–V characteristic and denoted γdark from hereon) changes

over the course of the degradation. However, future inves-

tigation is still required to evaluate the extent to which the

light (γ) and dark (γdark) I–V determined Pmax temperature

coefficients correlate, as well as to confirm this behavior

for fielded modules suffering from PID. Nevertheless, un-

derstanding the dark I–V temperature behavior of modules

undergoing PID is necessary for developing in situ charac-

terization methods that can estimate the STC power of the

module from a dark I–V measurement taken directly at the

elevated stress temperature during the accelerated lifetime

testing for PID.

The current work is based on such an in situ module

degradation characterization method, first proposed in [3],

that can estimate the STC Pmax degradation of modules,

from the 25 °C dark I–V characteristic of the PV modules,

taken during the PID stress test. The method involves peri-

odic measurement of the 25 °C dark I–V characteristic of

the PV modules, while in the chamber, followed by the su-

perposition of the dark I–V curves to light conditions,

using the short-circuit current (Isc) of each module, mea-

sured at STC (or other irradiance conditions of interest

such as low in light [3]), before and after the PID stress

test. Because the photocurrent (at Isc) is only weakly influ-

enced by PID, as previously observed for crystalline mod-

ules [3–5], the Pmax degradation estimated by the

superposition of the dark I–V curves corresponds very well

with the degradation measured using a flash tester, for a

wide range of irradiance conditions [3]. This method so

far has been limited to dark I–V curves captured at 25 °C,

requiring interruption of the stress test, ramping down the

temperature of the PV module to 25 °C for dark I–V char-

acterization, and then ramping back up again to the ele-

vated temperature for resuming the stress test.

The in situ module degradation characterization method

[3], assumes the superposition principle (or “shifting

approximation”), which has been shown to work well for

most crystalline pn single junctions [6,7]; however, there

are some limitations that must be considered when apply-

ing this method. One of the most common cases mentioned

in the literature, for which the superposition principle

breaks down, is for solar cells exhibiting a significant se-

ries resistance (Rs> 10 Ωcm
2
) [7–10], for which the Isc

does not match the light-generated current anymore. An-

other case for which the superposition does not hold any

more, is for crystalline silicon solar cells in which the re-

combination via defect levels with unequal electron and

hole capture rates, dominates the I–V characteristic

[9,11], as is the case for recombination in high-efficiency

solar cells with oxidized surfaces [12]. Other cases when

superposition does not apply are as follows: (i) a higher

bulk recombination level at low forward bias under illumi-

nation conditions, as compared with the recombination

level experienced at the same forward bias but under dark

conditions [9,11]; (ii) significant recombination and gener-

ation in the depletion region [7,9,13]; and (iii) voltage de-

pendence of the depletion-region width [7,9]. As a best

practice, the validity of the superposition principle should

be tested when applying the in situ degradation characteri-

zation method to new module designs. This testing can

easily be achieved by performing pre-experiment and

post-experiment light I–V and dark I–V measurements on

the modules, and comparing the relative Pmax degradation

in the two cases.

In addition to estimating power loss from dark I–V mea-

surements acquired during the PID test, analyzing the char-

acteristic curves through the perspective of a fundamental

solar cell model (such as the two-diode model) could lend

insight into the degradation mechanisms occurring in the

PV device [1]. The two-diode model has been successfully

employed over the years to accurately represent and ana-

lyze solar cell behavior (especially monocrystalline solar

cells) and the underlying physical processes [14]. On the

solar cell level, the two-diode model parameters can be a

useful tool for monitoring the solar-cell manufacturing

processes [15], as well as for solar cell design and optimi-

zation. On the module level, the model has been success-

fully employed in power simulation studies [16], due to

its capability to accurately describe I–V characteristics of

PV generators when the incident light intensity varies

[17]. However, there are some limitations to the diode

model, such as the case of industrial solar cells with

manufacturing defects in which the dark I–V characteristic

can deviate strongly from the textbook exponential behav-

ior [18] and can be difficult to explain through the prism of

the two-diode model. Furthermore, when applying the

model to PV modules, it is not clear to what extent the

variability in various cell properties across the module will

affect the applicability of the two-diode model.

The work presented in the current paper extends the in

situ power degradation test method previously described

[3] to the elevated stress temperature at which the accel-

erated PID test is being performed, calculating the Pmax

degradation from the dark I–V curve measured at the
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stress temperature. Although the current work is limited

to estimating STC power degradation, it could easily be

extended to low light-performance estimation, based on

the results in [3].

For this purpose, in the first part of the paper, we ana-

lyze experimental data recorded for crystalline PV mod-

ules undergoing PID stress testing to determine the

extent to which the temperature dependency of Pmax is

affected by PID.

Second, we evaluate the degree to which the Pmax tem-

perature coefficient can be applied to translate Pmax mea-

sured at a high stress temperature to 25 °C conditions,

and we show how the Pmax temperature coefficient of the

PV module changes as the PV module degrades.

In the third part of the paper, we explore the capability

of the two-diode model, to translate dark I–V characteristic

curves measured at the stress temperature down to 25 °C

conditions, as the PV module degrades through PID.

In the last part of the paper, we introduce a simple and

accurate method for temperature translation of Pmax during

degradation, from any stress temperature down to 25 °C

conditions, independent of module parameters, to obtain

the STC power of modules undergoing PID. We also vali-

date the method experimentally with monocrystalline and

multicrystalline PV modules.

2. EXPERIMENT

The method for accelerated PID stress testing and in situ

characterization of crystalline PV modules was previously

described in [19]. The test method is based on climatic

chamber testing at elevated temperature and humidity,

where module nameplate system voltage bias of �1000V

was applied continuously to the cells in the module by

connecting the shorted leads to a high-voltage power sup-

ply and grounding the module frame [19]. The method

has been shown to activate PID mechanisms in susceptible

modules with temperature, humidity, and voltage factors

that modules also experience in the field. During testing,

the temperature and leakage currents of the test modules

are continuously monitored, and the operator measures

the module performance periodically, through characteri-

zation such as in situ dark I–V or external light I–V

measurements.

For the purpose of in situ power-loss determination (at

any temperature) of PV modules undergoing PID, a fully

automatized test setup (shown in Figure 1) was developed

to run the experiment profile, and acquire module-level

measurements and dark I–V characteristics at pre-

programmed temperature levels to develop the sought

temperature-dependent relationships. This setup has re-

duced operator effort in monitoring and characterizing the

modules and has allowed a much more granular character-

ization of the PV modules as they degrade.

For the purpose of understanding the temperature de-

pendency of the Pmax degradation of modules undergoing

PID, we designed and performed an experiment having

the profile depicted in Figure 2. Five crystalline module

designs (denoted from A to E), with two replicates each,

underwent system voltage stress testing at elevated heat

(60 °C) and relative humidity (85% RH), with negative

voltage bias (�1000V) applied between the active mate-

rial (shorted leads) and the frame of each module. Every

3 h, the dark I–V characteristic of each module was ac-

quired at 60, 50, 40, 30, and 25 °C by automatically

Figure 1. Fully automated experiment setup for performing

potential-induced degradation stress testing on photovoltaic

modules.

Figure 2. Chamber temperature and relative humidity profiles

for performing system voltage stress testing (�1000 V) at ele-

vated heat and humidity (60 °C/85% RH). At the start and end

of each cycle, the dark I–V characteristic curves of the photovol-

taic module samples are measured automatically at (60, 50, 40,

30, and 25 °C) by ramping down the chamber temperature and

monitoring each photovoltaic module temperature until it

reaches measurement temperature.
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ramping down the chamber temperature and RH; how-

ever, keeping the high voltage stress until the actual dark

I–V measurement process. The temperature of each mod-

ule was monitored by the test system, until it reached

the desired set points, and the dark I–V characteristics

were measured. The dark I–V curves acquired on the

ramp-down of the module temperature were approxi-

mately matched with those acquired on the ramp-up,

showing negligible influence of the ramps on the module

degradation. Furthermore, the experiment profile and

chamber control were significantly optimized to keep the

temperature transients short in duration. Once all mea-

surement points at the specified temperature are taken,

the stress test is resumed automatically according to the

profile in Figure 2.

In addition, STC light I–V measurements were acquired

for every test module, pre (t0) and post (tn)

experiment/degradation on a class A +A+A+ flash tester.

The resulting STC Isc and Pmax values, summarized in

Table I, are used check the superposition assumptions

and calculate the final STC degradation of the module.

From Table I we can observe that the pre-degradation

and post-degradation STC Isc does not change more than

1%, indicating that the light-generated current (IL) of the

PV modules does not change significantly due to PID,

which is in line with previous observations [3–5].

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1. Validation of the dark I–V superposition

method

The initial (t0) and final (tn) STC Isc measurements from

Table I are used to approximate IL as the average value

of the STC Isc, translated to an arbitrary temperature T, as

showed in (1), where α is the Isc temperature coefficient

specified in the PV module datasheet.

Next, the dark I–V curves (Idark(t,T)-Vdark(t, T)) of each

module are shifted with IL , and the Pmax degradation (Pdeg

(t, T)) is calculated as a function of stress time t, and mod-

ule temperature T, relative to the pre-degradation (t0) mea-

surements, as in (1). A detailed description of the in situ

degradation measurement method for a single temperature

can be found in [3].

Pdeg t;Tð Þ ¼
Pmax t; Tð Þ

Pmax t0; Tð Þ

¼
max Idark t; Tð Þ þ IL Tð Þ½ �Vdark t; Tð Þf g

max Idark t0; Tð Þ þ IL Tð Þ½ �Vdark t0;Tð Þf g

IL ¼
Isc t0; 25°Cð Þ þ Isc tn; 25°Cð Þ

2

x 1þ α T � 25°Cð Þ½ �

(1)

Figure 3 shows the relative Pmax degradation curves

Pmax(t, T)/Pmax(t0) for the 10 modules undergoing PID,

both at 25 °C and 60 °C. To validate the in situ degradation

characterization method and check if the superposition

principle holds, the final Pmax degradation, calculated from

the 25 °C dark I–V characteristics and plotted in solid lines

in Figure 3, is compared with the flash-tester-measured

STC power degradation, calculated from the STC Pmax

measurements in Table I, and plotted with star markers in

Figure 3. From here we can observe that the final values

of Pmax degradation match very well. These results are in

line with previous findings and validate the in situ degrada-

tion characterization method [1,3] where Pmax degradation

calculated from the 25 °C dark I–V characteristics showed

excellent correspondence with the flash-tester-measured

Pmax degradation, both at STC and lower illumination

levels. Considering these findings, we can reasonably ap-

proximate the flash-tester-measured STC Pmax degradation

curve, with the Pmax degradation determined from the 25 °

C dark I–V characteristics, which will be used interchange-

ably from hereon.

In contrast, the Pmax degradation, calculated from the

60 °C dark I–V characteristics, displayed with dashed lines

in Figure 3, underestimates the 25 °C measured power deg-

radation by several percent, which is consistent for each

module we tested.

3.2. Temperature dependency of the

power-loss estimation

This difference between the 25 and 60 °C measured Pmax

degradation is quantified in (2), by calculating the relative

power-loss estimation error (δPdeg) as a relative percent-

age error between the Pmax degradation determined at the

stress temperature Tstress, and the module degradation de-

termined at 25 °C.

Table I. Standard testing conditions short-circuit current (Isc)

and maximum power (Pmax) of the 10 test modules, measured

pre (t0) and post (tn) potential-induced degradation stress

testing, on a class A + A + A+ flash tester.

Mod.

STC Isc STC Pmax

t0 [A] tn [A] t0 [W] tn [W] tn [%]

A-1 8.33 8.31 222.1 150.8 67.9

A-2 8.31 8.34 224.5 173.2 77.1

B-1 5.25 5.23 173 138.6 80.1

B-2 5.29 5.24 173.7 128.5 74

C-1 8.65 8.64 236.5 204.6 86.5

C-2 8.63 8.61 237.3 224.7 94.7

D-1 8.86 8.84 249.1 191.2 76.7

D-2 8.77 8.76 247.6 196 79.1

E-1 8.74 8.72 244.7 219.7 89.8

E-2 8.74 8.72 245 223 91

Remaining Pmax(tn) [%] is calculated relative to the initial measured Pmax

(t0). Module types are indicated by letters and their replicas by numbers.
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∂Pdeg %½ � ¼
Pdeg t;T stressð Þ � Pdeg t; 25°Cð Þ

Pdeg t; 25°Cð Þ
�100 (2)

By plotting δPdeg for the stress temperature of 60 °C, as

shown in Figure 4, it is evident that the estimation error is

present for all modules tested, and the error progresses in

magnitude as the modules degrade.

Furthermore, by plotting the δPdeg curves in Figure 5,

calculated from the dark I–V curves measured at different

temperatures (25, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, and 85 °C) for module

design D, we observe that the estimation error also depends

on the module temperature at which the dark I–V curve is

acquired, as well as the degradation state of the PV

module.

If the power loss estimated from dark I–V characteris-

tics measured at the stress temperature is to be used for

statistical analysis, acceleration-factor determination [20],

or lifetime modeling [1] of PID of crystalline PV mod-

ules, it is preferable to determine the STC values as accu-

rately as possible. In this regard, we investigated two

existing Pmax temperature-correction methods and pro-

pose a new method that is most accurate and easier to ap-

ply for the case of PID being evaluated in situ at test

temperature.

Figure 3. Maximum power (Pmax) degradation curves calculated from the dark I–V measurements at 25 °C, solid lines; and 60 °C,

dashed lines, for PV modules undergoing PID stress testing. Each Pmax on the y-axis is normalized to the Pmax measured before the

start of degradation at the same temperature (either 25 or 60 °C). The final degradation levels are validated using light I–V measure-

ments at the finish of the experiment, and plotted as star symbols on the graph (matching the degradation levels estimated from

the 25 °C dark I–V measurements—full lines).

Figure 4. Relative power-loss estimation error δPdeg, measured

at 60 °C, as a function of degradation level (calculated from the

dark I–V characteristics measured at 25 °C) for all modules con-

sidered in the experiment.

Figure 5. Relative power-loss estimation error δPdeg (at temper-

ature levels 25, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, and 85 °C) as a function of

degradation (calculated from the dark I–V characteristics mea-

sured at 25 °C) for module design D. The error in power-loss es-

timation increases as a function of module temperature and

module degradation.
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3.3. Correction of the power-loss estimation

using the temperature coefficient of the

maximum power

The temperature dependency of the maximum power of

PV modules has been extensively investigated in the lit-

erature [21–24], and several models have been proposed

over the years; an overview of which has been carried

out in [25]. A simple but widespread model of Pmax tem-

perature dependency is based on the Pmax temperature

coefficient γ, calculated as in (3) [21], and assumes a lin-

ear relationship (4) between Pmax and the solar cell

temperature (Tc).

γ ¼
1

Pmax

δPmax

δT

�

�

�

�

T ref¼25°C

(3)

Pmax T refð Þ ¼
Pmax Tcð Þ

1þ γ Tc � T refð Þ
(4)

The model in (4) has been successfully applied to crys-

talline PV modules under constant (or near-constant) illu-

mination conditions despite certain limitations [21,23,24],

making a very simple way of translating Pmax measure-

ments from one temperature to another. Typical γ values

for crystalline silicon solar cells range from -0.3%/°C to

�0.6%/°C [21,23,25], depending on cell technology and

method of calculation, and most often it is stated in the

manufacturer’s datasheet. However, applying this model

to modules undergoing PID remains in question.

To determine the applicability of this temperature

model for the case when Pmax is estimated from dark

I–V measurements using the in situ method in (1), we cal-

culated a similar “dark” temperature coefficient, denoted

as γdark, by linear fitting the model in (4) to the dark I–

V Pmax estimates obtained by superposition and the mod-

ule temperature. Here, we approximated the solar cell

temperature Tc with the temperature measured on the

backside of the module using a thermocouple, which is

a valid assumption considering that in the case of environ-

mental chamber testing, the PV modules are heated uni-

formly from all sides. The dark I–V estimated Pmax

temperature dependency and the resulting γdark tempera-

ture coefficients are presented in Figure 6a—measured be-

fore PID, and in Figure 6b—measured after the PID stress

test when the flash tester-determined STC power fraction

remaining after the degradation is shown in Table I for

each PV module.

The initial γdark temperature coefficients are pre-

sented in Figure 6a and have values between �0.4%/°

C and �0.46%/°C, similar to γ values given in the man-

ufacturer’s datasheet and the literature. However, the

post-PID γdark measurements in Figure 6b show a sig-

nificant decrease in absolute magnitude, ranging from

�0.22%/°C to �0.39%/°C, comparable with what was

reported in [2] for the light I–V determined STC Pmax

temperature coefficient γ of crystalline silicon modules

undergoing PID. The extent to which γdark and γ corre-

late has not been investigated; nevertheless, is it clear in

both cases that the temperature dependency of the Pmax

changes as the modules degrade by PID, making the

model in (4) unreliable in translating Pmax degradation

from one temperature level to another, for modules un-

dergoing PID.

For the purpose of understanding how the γdark tem-

perature coefficients degrade in relation to module power

loss during PID, we performed temperature ramps and

dark I–V measurements on the PV modules during the

accelerated degradation tests according to the experiment

profile in Figure 2. From these intermediate dark I–V

measurements, we calculated γdark coefficients as a func-

tion of PV module degradation (calculated by referencing

the measured 25 °C dark I–V characteristics). The relative

change of γdark is calculated from the start of the exper-

iment t0 to a point at time t of the experiment, as shown

in Figure 7.

Figure 6. Temperature dependency γdark of the dark I–V estimated maximum power (Pmax), normalized to the 25 °C Pmax value. The

Pmax temperature coefficient γdark is linearly fitted from the Pmax temperature-dependency curve, measured for each photovoltaic mod-

ule test sample: (a) before the potential-induced degradation (PID) stress testing (t0); (b) after the PID stress testing (tn).
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The results in Figure 7 show that that temperature coef-

ficient γdark varies depending on the module type and not

necessarily linearly with the module power loss, making

estimation difficult and hindering the applicability of this

Pmax temperature dependency model.

3.4. Correction of the power-loss estimation

using the diode temperature translation

equations

Another possible method for translating Pmax degradation

from elevated stress temperature measurements down to

reference conditions (25 °C) would be to determine the pa-

rameters of the two-diode model (5) from the dark I–V

characteristics measured at the stress temperature and

translate those parameters to 25 °C conditions using the

fundamental temperature-dependency equations of the so-

lar cell model parameters (6):

J ¼ JL � J01 exp
q V þ JRsð Þ

n1kT

� �

� 1

� �

�J02 exp
q V þ JRsð Þ

n2kT

� �

� 1

� �

þ
V þ JRs

Rsh

(5)

where J is the current density; JL is the light-induced cur-

rent density; V is the terminal voltage; J01 and J02 are the

diode saturation current densities corresponding to diffu-

sion and recombination processes, respectively, occurring

in the solar cell; n1 and n2 are the diode ideality factors;

Rs and Rsh are the area-specific series and shunt resistance

parameters, respectively, of the solar cell; T is the cell tem-

perature; k is the Boltzmann constant; and q is the elemen-

tary charge.

It has been previously shown that increasing tempera-

ture leads to an exponential increase of the saturation cur-

rents J01 and J02, following the relation in (6) [26,27];

this in turn causes a decrease in open-circuit voltage

(Voc), hence reducing the fill factor and efficiency of the

solar cell [27,28]:

J01 Tð Þ ¼ A1T
γ1exp �

Eg Tð Þ

m1kT

� �

J02 Tð Þ ¼ A2T
γ2exp �

Eg Tð Þ

m2kT

� � (6)

where A1 and A2 are empirical parameters assumed to be

independent of temperature [26]; Eg is the bandgap energy;

γ1 and γ2 are material constants incorporating the possible

temperature dependencies of the other material parameters;

and m1 and m2 are also empirical parameters depending on

the quality of the cell material and junction [26].

Considering we have identified J01(Tstress) and J02
(Tstress) from dark I–V measurements at a stress tempera-

ture Tstress, we can translate their values to a reference tem-

perature Tref = 25 °C by rewriting the equations in (6) into

the temperature-translation equations (7–9). Equations (7)

and (8) are used to translate the saturation currents to a de-

sired temperature (Tref), whereas (9) is used to calculate the

bandgap energy at that temperature [29]. Additionally, the

material constants γ1 and γ2 have to be determined through

curve-fitting or assumed from the literature (γ1= 3 and

γ2= 3/2) [16,26].

J01 T refð Þ ¼ J01 T stressð Þ
T ref

T stress

� �γ1

exp
q

km1

Eg Tstressð Þ

Tstress

�
Eg T refð Þ

T ref

� �� �
(7)

J02 T refð Þ ¼ J02 T stressð Þ
T ref

T stress

� �γ2

exp
q

km2

Eg Tstressð Þ

Tstress

�
Eg T refð Þ

T ref

� �� �
(8)

Eg Tð Þ ¼ Egref 1� 0:0002677 T � T refð Þ½ � (9)

The series (Rs) and shunt resistance (Rsh) parameters, as

well as the diode ideality factors (n1 and n2), have been

shown to vary slightly with temperature [30,31], but their

effect on solar cell efficiency is small compared to the ex-

ponential changes in saturation currents (J01 and J02) with

temperature [28].

To validate the temperature-translation equations of the

diode saturation currents, we analyzed the dark I–V charac-

teristics of one of the test modules (A-2) during its degra-

dation through PID. The module undergoes five stress

cycles (3 h of 60 °C/85% with �1000V bias each cycle);

in between cycles, dark I–V measurements were performed

at 25, 30, 40, 50, and 60 °C, according to the profiles

shown in Figure 2. From the 25 °C dark I–V curves, plotted

in Figure 8, we can observe that the dark I–V characteris-

tics of the PV module are mostly affected in the fill factor,

due to the increasing diode saturation currents, which indi-

cate increased recombination losses.

Figure 7. Maximum power-temperature coefficient (γdark) ver-

sus Pmax degradation (through potential-induced degradation).

The temperature coefficient γdark decreases in absolute magni-

tude as the photovoltaic module degrades.
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Next, the two-diode model parameters, shown in

Figure 9, are curve-fitted from dark I–V measurements ac-

quired at reference temperature Tref= 25 °C and a stress

temperature Tstress = 60 °C, at the start and end of each

3-h stress cycle. As module A-2 reached the end of the

fifth stress cycle, totaling 15 h of PID stress with Pdeg

(15 h, 25 °C) = 91.4% remaining power after the degrada-

tion (blue dark I–V lines and dashes in Figure 8), the

two-diode model curve-fitting started to fail. This is to

be expected considering that the assumptions for applying

the two-diode model to a PV module are that all the cells

within the module can be aggregated for modeling pur-

poses. This aggregation cannot be assumed for pro-

nounced PID-type degradation, where the cells near the

module frame degrade faster than the ones in the center,

due to the increased conductivity paths near the edges of

the module.

Up to the model breakdown occurring after 15 h of PID

stress, we can observe in Figure 9 the following: increased

J02 diode saturation current due to additional recombina-

tion losses occurring in the module, as well as a near-

constant series resistance (up to 12 h of stress when the

model starts to break down). Similar findings were re-

ported in [1]; however, to the extent we could apply the

two-diode model, an increase in the second diode ideality

factor was not found in this module design.

By examining the 25 and 60 °C data obtained from the

two-diode model parameters in Figure 9, we can observe

that the diode saturation currents increase significantly

with temperature, as was expected. Similarly, the ideality

factors n1 and n2 also show a slight decrease with temper-

ature, as reported in the literature [30–32]. The lumped se-

ries resistance Rs calculated from the dark I–V

characteristic is increasing with temperature, which can

be explained by the distributed nature of the solar cell se-

ries resistance, and the differences between dark and light

operating conditions [33]. In light conditions, the current

is generated approximately uniformly across the solar cell;

in dark conditions, the current is conducted along the paths

Figure 8. Example of dark I–V characteristic curves for module

A-2, undergoing 15 h of system voltage stress (�1000 V) at ele-

vated temperature and humidity (60 °C/85% RH), measured in

situ at 25 °C by ramping down the module temperature every

3 h. The 25 °C Pmax degraded down to 91.4% of the initial value.

Figure 9. Two-diode model parameters for module A-2 (undergoing PID) as a function of PID stress duration. The model parameters

are fitted from the 25 °C dark I–V curves, measured in situ every 3 h.
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with the lowest resistivity, which is mostly of a metallic

nature (busbars, grid fingers); thus, the “dark” lumped se-

ries resistance increases with temperature. Similar results

have been reported for dark I–V measurements in [16,34].

The shunt resistance Rsh fitting parameter has been limited

to 5 × 10
5
Ωcm

2
, because larger values have no significant

effect on the curve-fitting results.

The values of material parameters γ1, γ2, m1, m2 and the

25 °C energy bandgap Egref are assumed from the literature

(γ1 = 3, γ2= 3/2, m1=n1/1.07, m2=n2/1.07, and

Egref = 1.14 eV) [16,26,27,29], and in conjunction with

Eq. (7–9), they are used to translate the J01(60 °C) and

J02(60 °C) saturation currents, fitted from 60 °C dark I–V

measurements, to the reference temperature (25 °C). The

results of the temperature translation (from 60 to 25 °C)

are plotted in Figure 9, with black lines. The temperature-

translated saturation currents do not match exactly those

obtained from curve-fitting the 25 °C dark I–V measure-

ments, and they seem to diverge as the module degrades.

This divergence would indicate PV device properties that

are not captured by the model, or imply inaccuracies in

identifying or choosing some of the model parameters,

such as γ1, γ2, m1, or m2.

Despite these modeling inaccuracies, if we simulate the

25 °C dark I–V characteristics using the temperature-

translated model parameters (originally curve-fitted from

60 °C) and calculate the Pmax degradation from these dark

I–V curves using the superposition method as previously

described, we can observe in Figure 10 that the “25 °C-

simulated” Pmax degradation curve (black) lies between

the “25 °C-measured” (red) and “60 °C-measured” (blue)

Pmax degradation curves.

Although the “25 °C-simulated” Pmax degradation curve

that was obtained by temperature-translating the 60 °C

two-diode model parameters does not perfectly match the

“25 °C-measured” degradation curve (which is our best es-

timation of the real STC Pmax degradation), it is a closer

match than the “60 °C-measured” degradation curve, for

low power loss levels (3–5%). This method could be fur-

ther improved by identifying more accurate values for

some of the model parameters.

When the module power degradation exceeds 5%, the

“25 °C-simulated” Pmax degradation curve starts to devi-

ate from the “25 °C-measured” degradation curve, signify-

ing that the power-loss correction using the diode

temperature translation equations starts to deteriorate.

This is most probably a limitation of the curve-fitting,

the assumptions made, and of the two-diode model ap-

plied to PV modules degrading by PID. If we look at

the dark I–V measurements of the module of the last stress

cycle (at 15 h blue) in Figure 8, we can observe that the

dark I–V characteristic does not exhibit typical two-diode

behavior. This is to be expected because the PV module

dark I–V curve represents an aggregation of the dark

I–V characteristics of its constituent solar cells, which

usually lose their diode-like characteristics unevenly

through PID.

Furthermore, we did not investigate the extent to

which the temperature dependence of the other model pa-

rameters (Rs, Rsh, n1, n2) affects the power-loss estima-

tion. If this dependence is significant, then it should be

modeled as well.

3.5. Correction of the power-loss estimation

using the error compensation method

As was shown in the previous two sections, the Pmax tem-

perature coefficient γdark changes as the PV module de-

grades through PID; thus, a constant γdark coefficient

cannot be used to accurately translate Pmax degradation

measured at a stress temperature down to 25 °C, which is

the most often-cited benchmark for power performance of

PV modules. Furthermore, curve-fitting the two-diode

model to the dark I–V characteristics measured at the stress

temperature, and then translating the model parameters to

25 °C conditions, for estimating the 25 °C dark I–V curve

from them, has proven unsuccessful. This problem is

caused by the failure of the model to account for all

changes in material properties, which is a consequence of

PID, as well. Still, we need a simple and accurate method

for correctly estimating Pmax degradation at STC when

measuring a dark I–V curve at the stress temperature in situ

in the chamber. Next, we will present a simple empirical

method that compensates for the power loss measured at

the stress temperature to match the power loss measured

at STC.

By analyzing Figures 4 and 5, where the relative power-

loss estimation error δPdeg is plotted versus the Pmax degra-

dation at 25 °C, we can observe a near-linear relationship

between them for a given stress temperature and module

design. Thus, if we can approximate what the estimation

error would be for a given power-loss level, stress

Figure 10. Maximum power (Pmax) degradation curves for mod-

ule A-2 calculated from: the dark I–V measurements at 25 °C—

red; dark I–V measurements at 60 °C—blue; and the 25 °C sim-

ulated dark I–V measurements—black, obtained by the temper-

ature-translating (to 25 °C) of the two-diode model parameters

(curve-fitted from the 60 °C dark I–V).
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temperature, and module design, we can compensate it.

This can be achieved by modeling the power-loss estima-

tion error as a linear function of the Pmax degradation mea-

sured at the stress temperature. The parameters of the linear

function can be easily calculated from Pmax degradation

measurements (at stress and reference temperature, i.

e., 25 °C), performed at the end of the experiment, for each

module. Once the linear function has been identified, we

can approximate what the power-loss estimation error

would be for intermediate Pmax degradation measurements

(at the stress temperature) and compensate for the error.

To demonstrate the error compensation method, we de-

note d(tk, Tstress) to be the absolute power-loss estimation

error, for a measurement point tk during the PID test at

the stress temperature Tstress. This error can be calculated

as the difference between the dark I–V-determined Pmax

degradation, measured at the stress temperature, and the

“real” degradation, namely Pmax degradation measured at

25 °C (either by dark I–V or light I–V characterization,

equivalently) as in (10). The absolute power-loss estima-

tion error curve d(tk, Tstress) is depicted in Figure 11 (red

curve) for module D-1.

d tk;T stressð Þ ¼ Pdeg tk; Tstressð Þ � Pdeg tk; 25°Cð Þ (10)

The error curve d(tk, Tstress) is specific for each module

and stress temperature and depends on the degradation

level of the module. Because the real error curve cannot

be measured directly during the PID stress test (which

would require ramping down the chamber/module temper-

ature to 25 °C), we approximate it with the linear relation-

ship d̂ tk;T stressð Þ as in (11), considering the found near-

linear dependence between the error d and the Pmax degra-

dation measured at the stress temperature. The linear

relationship d̂ tk;T stressð Þ consists of a proportion (or slope)

m and an intercept b, and it can be easily calculated from

two points of the real error curve d(tk, Tstress). If we con-

sider t0 to be the initial measurement point, before the deg-

radation of the module starts, then the absolute power-loss

estimation error becomes d(t0, Tstress) = 0, and the Pmax

degradation measured at the stress temperature Pdeg(t0,

Tstress) = 1. Similarly, tn will be the final measurement

point, at the end of the PID stress test, when the Pmax deg-

radation is measured at the stress temperature, and then

again at 25 °C, from which d(tn, Tstress) is calculated as in

(10). From these two measurement points (t0 and tn) for

which we know both d(t0,n, Tstress) and Pdeg(t0,n, Tstress),

we can calculate the parameters (slope m and intercept b)

of the linear approximation function d̂ tk;T stressð Þ , as in

(11). An example of this approximation function is

depicted in Figure 11 (blue curve) for module D-1.

d̂ tk ;T stressð Þ ¼ mPdeg tk; T stressð Þ þ b

¼ �
d tn; T stressð Þ

Pdeg tn; T stressð Þ � 1
Pdeg tk; T stress � 1ð Þ
	 


(11)

Finally, correcting the Pmax degradation to 25 °C condi-

tions at any measurement point tk during the PID test be-

comes straightforward by replacing d(tk, Tstress) in (10)

with its linear approximation d̂ tk;T stressð Þ, and solving for

Pdeg(tk, 25ºC), denoted as P̂deg tk; 25ºCð Þ in (12).

Figure 12 shows the corrected Pmax degradation curve

P̂deg tk; 25ºCð Þ, compared with the 25 and 60 °C measured

degradation curves, for module D-1. The corrected Pmax

Figure 11. Example of the Pmax absolute power-loss estimation

error d, measured at a stress temperature of 60 °C for module D-

1. The red curve represents the measured error (relative to the

25 °C reference measurement); the blue curve represents the

linear approximation of the error, resulting from fitting the initial

and final values of the measured error.

Figure 12. Example of the error compensation method, for

translating the maximum power degradation (Pdeg) for module

D-1, measured at a stress temperature of 60 °C, down to 25 °C

conditions. The Pdeg curve, calculated from 25 °C dark I–V mea-

surements (red), matches the corrected 25 °C degradation curve

(black) very well. This curve (black) was adjusted using the error

compensation method from the measured 60 °C degradation

curve (blue).
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degradation curve matches the measured degradation curve

very well.

P̂deg tk; 25°Cð Þ ¼ Pdeg tk;T stressð Þ

�
d tn;T stressð Þ Pdeg tk;T stressð Þ � 1

	 


Pdeg tn; Tstressð Þ � 1
(12)

To validate the method and quantify its performance,

the 60 °C Pmax degradation curves for all PV module test

samples (Figure 3) are corrected to 25 °C conditions, and

the relative estimation error δPdeg, calculated as in (2), is

plotted in Figure 13a. If we compare the relative error

δPdeg before correction (Figure 4) with the relative error

calculated after correction (Figure 13a), we can observe a

significant reduction.

To better quantify the performance of the method, we

calculate a normalized residual sum of squares RSSNORM
as in (13), which measures how much the estimation error

has been reduced after correction, in relative percent

values.

RSSNORM %½ � ¼

∑
n

k¼0

P̂deg tk ; 25°Cð Þ � Pdeg tk; 25°Cð Þ
	 
2

∑
n

k¼0

Pdeg tk; Tstressð Þ � Pdeg tk; 25°Cð Þ
	 
2

�100 (13)

From Figure 13b, we can observe, for example, that the

total estimation error for module A-1 has been reduced

about 5.8 times, close to 17% of the initial estimation error.

The reduction in error for the other module samples is even

greater. Considering that errors in flash testing also exist,

we conclude that our method achieves cost reduction and

more rapid and greater accumulation of statistical data for

future application of various statistical reliability models

because of: the time savings for not ramping sample tem-

perature to and from the stress temperature to 25 °C, the re-

ductions in stress transients while ramping to and from the

stress temperature, and elimination of flash testing except

at the initial and (optionally) final data points.

4. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Potential-induced degradation studies (through environ-

mental chamber testing or field testing) require accurate

performance characterization measurements during the

module degradation process, which often need to be re-

ported at STC, which is the most often-cited benchmark

for power performance of PV modules. This reporting

poses difficulties, both for PID field testing and chamber

testing, where modules usually operate at a temperature

higher than 25 °C. Similarly, performance characterization

of modules undergoing chamber PID stress testing gener-

ally involves intermittently ramping down the module tem-

perature to 25 °C, performing in situ characterization of the

module performance (through superposition of the dark

I–V characteristics), or much more frequently, removing

the module from the chamber and measuring power on a

flash tester, which can require considerable time and effort

when numerous samples are involved.

We proposed to expand the in situ characterization

method based on the superposition of the dark I–V charac-

teristics to be applied at the elevated stress temperature of

the PID test, instead of 25 °C. This avoids stress transients

while ramping to and from the stress temperature, and

eliminates flash testing except at the initial and final data

points.

For this purpose, we designed and performed a PID

chamber experiment, in which five crystalline module de-

signs with two replicates each underwent system voltage

stress testing at 60 °C and 85% RH, with negative voltage

bias �1000V applied between the active material (shorted

leads) and the frame of each module. Every 3 h, the dark

I–V characteristic of each module was acquired at 60, 50,

40, 30, and 25 °C by automatically ramping down the

chamber temperature and RH.

Figure 13. Summary of the relative power-loss estimation error

δPdeg (from 60 °C to 25 °C), calculated for all photovoltaic mod-

ules, after the error compensation. (a) Upper graph is the δPdeg

obtained after the error compensation, as a function of module

power degradation. (b) Lower graph is the total (integrated) esti-

mation error after the correction, calculated as a residual sum of

squares (RSSNORM) and a percentage of the initial estimation

error (before correction).
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The first goal of the experiment was to determine the

extent to which the temperature dependency of Pmax is af-

fected by the degradation of the modules through PID. The

results showed there is a mismatch between the Pmax deg-

radation measured at the stress temperature and the Pmax

degradation measured at 25 °C; the difference depends on

module design, stress temperature, and level of

degradation.

Next, we attempted to correct this mismatch error using

two Pmax temperature-translation methods found in the lit-

erature. We found from experimental results that the well-

known Pmax temperature coefficient, which has been previ-

ously shown to approximate reasonably well the relation-

ship between Pmax and temperature for crystalline PV

modules at a constant irradiance, cannot be applied in this

case, because the temperature coefficient changes as the

PV module degrades.

A second method we investigated for correcting the

mismatch in Pmax degradation estimates explores the capa-

bility of the two-diode model to translate dark I–V charac-

teristic curves measured at the stress temperature down to

25 °C conditions as the PV module degrades through

PID. From our analysis, we observed increased J02 diode

saturation current caused by additional recombination

losses occurring in the module, as well as a near-constant

series resistance similar to what was reported in the litera-

ture, until the model begins to break down. Although the

two-diode model has been successfully employed over

the years to investigate and understand the operation of so-

lar cells, it has limited applicability to the temperature

translation of the I–V characteristic of a module undergo-

ing PID, because the modeling assumption that all cells

within the PV module can be lumped together may break

down if the module degrades nonuniformly through PID,

as occurred in this study. Extracting two-diode model pa-

rameters allows for fundamental analysis of the degrada-

tion. An increase in saturation current over the course of

PID is found to correspond to a reduction in temperature

dependency of Pmax (γdark coefficient). PID may be reduc-

ing the proportion of temperature-sensitive pathways for

recombination. Other constants in the model may also be

changing with temperature, including the pre-exponentials

and bandgap activation energy. As a consequence, the two-

diode model does not lend itself to large-scale data collec-

tion and analysis because of the difficulty of curve fitting.

Finally, we proposed a simple and accurate method for

compensating for the mismatch/estimation error between

the Pmax degradation measure at the stress temperature

and Pmax degradation measured at 25 °C, by taking advan-

tage of the pseudo-linear relationship between the mis-

match and Pmax degradation, which has been observed

experimentally. A mathematical formulation has been de-

rived for the error compensation method, which requires

only the initial and final Pmax degradation data points

(measured at the stress temperature and 25 °C) for parame-

terization. Afterwards, any Pmax degradation point mea-

sured during the PID test at the stress temperature can be

accurately translated to STC, which was validated

experimentally herein for 10 crystalline silicon PV mod-

ules within five module designs tested.

Implementing the proposed method for PID chamber

studies would achieve cost reductions (simpler test hard-

ware and less laboratory personnel effort) and would lead

to more rapid and greater accumulation of statistical data

for future application of various statistical reliability

models.

For future work, we propose to apply the error compen-

sation method of the Pmax degradation to PID field studies.

Performance data of fielded PV modules, degrading

through PID, must be reported to STC for it to be compa-

rable with other field or chamber studies. If the module

performance is measured directly in light conditions, the

possible degradation of the light Pmax temperature depen-

dency remains unclear and has to be investigated and

compensated for, if necessary. A more direct approach

would be to regularly measure the dark I–V curves of

the modules (by covering them and performing the mea-

surements during the night), after which we can apply

the superposition and the temperature-correction method

proposed here to calculate the Pmax degradation at

STC, at different points during the module degradation.

Thus, we would avoid having to dismount the module

from the field array and characterize its performance with

a solar simulator.
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